
CATEGORY
Clear dermatological lotion for all types 
of itching in and around mane and tail.

INGREDIENTS 
HELIANTHUS ANNUS -  OLEA EUROPAEA- 
GLYCERYL OLEATE  COPOLYMER  -  STEARIC 
ACID - NIGELLA SATIVA - VITAMIN E- PELAR- 
GONIUM  ROSAE  OIL  -  ANTHEMIS NOBILIS 
FLOWER OIL -  MELALEUCA ALTERNIFOLIA 
LEAF OIL -  EUGENIA CARYOPHYLLUS  BUD 
OIL  -  PIPER NIGRUM  LEAF  OIL  - THYMUS 
VULGARIS FLOWER/LEEF EXTRACT - ORIGA- 
NUM VULGARE FLOWER OIL

USE
- Rubbed manes
- Rubbed tails

Colourless and with a light and pleasant fragrance, 
Derfen® Clear manages to be just as e�ective – if not 
more so! – than Derfen® Original. It instantly reduces 
itching in horses. Free from cortisone andwater (to 
prevent evaporation), its oil-based formula creates a 
comprehensive lipid barrier against insects.

ANIMADERM SAS – RCS Bayonne 501273676 
Production Site 
4 route de Pitoys - 64600 Anglet  - France

Administrative and sales department 
18 rue Maryse Bastié - 64600 Anglet - France

web : animaderm.com 
 contact@animaderm.com

✆ +33(0)5.59.48.11.36 

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Do not use as prevention. Not for daily use. May 
be used on pregnant mares and on foals over 6 
months.

Immediately soothes skin

Packaging: Pointed cap for application between 
hairs. Storage:  Use within 12 months of opening. 
Store at temperatures above 5°C. 
For use by veterinarians

Not to be used in place of veterinary consultation

Derfen® Clear, the next step up from Derfen® Original!

derfen® clear

Gently brush the a�ected area to remove any earth, dust and 
sweat. Shake the bottle to mix evenly. Apply the product direc-
tly onto the skin, between mane/tail hairs. Rub in gently.
 

How to use

Derfen® Clear helps immediately soothe and deeply nourish 
skin.  Skin that has been irritated by scratching is immediately 
hydrated and calmed.  As Derfen® Clear does not contain 
water, it will not evaporate, thereby protecting skin for longer.
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Hair regrowth
Derfen® Clear contains black pepper, oregano and vitamin E, 
which help protect skin and promote regeneration
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